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"Dear Miss Avril, I wonder if you're expecting Miss Anna?" The first heir of the Jia Shi Group,
after learning of Avril's appearance, also drove into the venue from his own seat, he crushed the

red carpet all the way, that racy convertible looked at every celebrity and beauty who admired

him, incomparably handsome came a drift, and finally parked in front of Avril, after parking he
handed the keys to his butler and told him to go and park the car, and only then said to Avril.

His car was a $30 million Rolls-Royce, which attracted a lot of attention when he

entered and made a lot of celebrities cover their mouths and scream in amazement when he left...

He was the one who knew Avril's true identity, and he even thought that if he got this

woman, his family's career would be developed to an unprecedented extent, but it seems that he

was only thinking about it, after all, Avril has never been rumored to have attended any places

with men for so many years. ......

They all wondered if Avril might be a 'lesbian' physically ......

"No. I'm waiting for my male companion." Em? Serve wu whisked off wu Shanxi? A

happy smile spread across the corners of Violet's mouth in triumph as she thought of Lin Hao's
voice and shadow.

"What!" Not only was William Yang, the first heir of the Jiashi Group, shocked, but the
flowers in David's hands also felt unscented at such a moment!



At the same time there was a wailing sound from within the males present, and Avril was

standing by the boarding steps in front of the crowd's astonished gaze, carrying her blue dress
like a princess waiting for her knight, earnest and well-behaved. David tugged tightly at the roses,
the unshaven thorns on them stabbing his hand and bleeding, not caring, even tugging harder,
trying to numb his wounded heart with the sting as he wondered, who was that man anyway?
Who had captured Avril's heart!

Look at the way she is standing, how well behaved she is like a wife. But Avril's posture
like this made him feel that Avril was a bit humble, she was Avril ah, how many young single

aristocratic men's dream, countless people would hate to hold her in their hands, even if they
married back home, they would not let her do the slightest bit of housework, not to mention
would let her wait at the doorstep of the house for her to come home from work ...... she was a
princess she was Queen, she is for pampering ......

Not only did David feel that Avril, such a towering goddess, was somewhat humble, but
William Young likewise felt that Avril did not appear to care too much for that man? So he was a

bit curious as to what kind of man could make Avril so subservient to him like this!

"I wonder who is so happy to be Miss Avril's male companion, if he saved the whole

galaxy in his last life. Miss Avril, can you tell us what kind of a man he is?" William Yang

inquired, feeling very uncomfortable in his heart, while secretly thinking that if this person was
not of a very high status, when the time came, he would make things difficult for him before

boarding the ship, so that he would not be able to get on board, in that case, he would know what

to do and back off, right? After all, the whole of the Toulouse nobility knew about the party he

had organised, and if this man was humiliated by this, I was afraid that he would never have the
face to appear in front of Avril again.

It was even possible that he might be so ashamed on the spot that he would jump into the
Garonne River ......



Thinking about that image made him feel good inside! But he was also grateful to this
man, he had thought that Miss Avril was a 'lesbian', but now it seemed that she was not, so could
he launch a strong wooing campaign?

"No." Avril said with a smile and a shake of her head, where he had saved the galaxy, she
had saved it, Avril!

"What isn't?" William Young asked rhetorically in disbelief, was there something else
going on here, was it this man who threatened Avril? Or maybe it was Avril's family who
threatened Avril? If that was the case, this man deserved to die! How dare he threaten such a

beautiful woman!

David looked over and wondered if there was something else going on here. But why was
Avril's smile so sweet?

The other suitors were also staring at Avril, waiting for Avril's next answer ......

"I saved the galaxy, I invited him!" Avril looked at her group of suitors and once again

said with a face full of happiness.

Chapter 1102

"What!" William Young roared in shock, how could this ...... this be? Avril begged him for it?
Avril begged him? He hadn't heard wrong, had he?



"I... I didn't hear wrong, did I?" William Young asked rhetorically as he ate, David and

the others held their breath and looked at Avril nervously, they didn't believe it was true, they
were willing to give Avril a chance to say no.

Only Avril said with immense seriousness, "It was a hard-won opportunity that I got by
standing in front of his office, waiting for a long time to finally ask him, and I will cherish that

opportunity." She looked like a little girl in love, thinking about the boy she adored, and that look
simply struck the hearts of countless admirers of Avril's suitors ......

There was a burst of wailing like killing pigs coming out ......

Lin Hao, who was on his way here, did not know the trouble he would encounter next as

Avril's male companion, but he was in a wonderful mood at the moment.

Armand had already pulled into a prominent parking space, after all, this Lamborghini

Poison was the face of the Gaiter family, and the security guards of the Gatsby Group didn't give
it a chance to park ......

Lin Hao walked this way alone, and when he got out of the car he already saw Avril

among the crowd, and could see how much Avril was liked.

Because Avril drew all eyes to her, so everyone didn't really care about the arrival of this
unbelievably racy Lamborghini Poison, plus Almond asked Lin Hao at the time if he wanted to

wake up a bit and walk around the red carpet, but they were all rejected by Lin Hao, so it was a
little less attractive, but the Lamborghini's engine was loud, nonetheless! With that much noise, it
didn't draw the eyes over, so you can imagine that Avril's appeal was even more powerful, if not
greater, than this incredibly luxurious and high-profile luxury car ......



"Here he comes." When the Lamborghini Poison drove in from afar, Ai Weier had sensed

that Lin Hao was about to arrive, after all, this car had caused no small nightmare for their family,
and she herself had come over in this overbearing car, so its unique and high profile engine sound
was familiar to Ai Weier, after all, not only was it just a high profile and overbearing luxury car,
it was also the first time she and Lin Hao had been alone together in a confined space ......
Thinking about this, Avril couldn't help but blush a little ......

That blush, like a snow-capped cold winter blooming a stunning flower warming every

broken heart, but it is such a sweet warming heart smile, as well as such a beautiful unbeatable
woman, but just in full bloom, became someone else's personal belongings, the people present are
all dignified aristocrats, where to withstand such a blow, so follow Avril's gaze to look over,
found that it was a Chinese man?

Chinese man!

This ......

Avril, a noble F country noble blood, would like a Chinese man? The family had spent

countless years trying to cleanse themselves of their Chinese heritage, and even now, many of the
top nobles were reluctant to deal with their family privately, for fear that others would come up

with criticisms about being close to a Chinese?

After all, as a native of F country, William Yang, how much he hated that he did not have

a trace of Chinese blood in his body, because then he would not need to be humiliated by people

that matter ...... also know the same, F country people really how much they despise the

Chinese ......



So he? s shade whisked wu wu shan wu ground? Incredibly surprised that Avril was with

a Chinese ......

Not to mention William Young rubbing his senses, David almost choked in the past,
Hua...Chinese? The man that Avril was with was a Chinese? This was an insult to all the men

present in Toulouse! They felt so humiliated that they looked at Avril with anger, telling her with
their eyes that you have to give us an explanation ......

But Avril didn't seem to take them seriously, walking past William Young with a light

step, that delicate figure, with the faint smell of perfume, entered the noses of every man standing
on either side of her, and they fell into an obsession, breathing in Avril's smell greedily ...... as if
they had forgotten the same enemy just now ......

This is perhaps a dog licker, just a moment ago was indignant, but now? It's as if nothing
has happened ......

Chapter 1103

"Lin Hao, you're here." The closer Ai Weier got to Lin Hao, the faster she walked, what etiquette
ah reserve ah, all thrown away in the back of her mind, only when she walked to Lin Hao, this
stopped, intimately holding Lin Hao's arm, Lin Hao was quite helpless, just looking at the
presence of so many people, originally wanted to refuse to pull out the hand, can only be forced to
put at her wrist to be held by her, after all, if in front of so many people to refuse Ai Weier, I'm
afraid she will not be able to face And! Since he had agreed to attend the party with Avril,
naturally he already knew in his heart that such a scene would exist ......



Ai Weier's voice was sweet, her smile was sweet, her dress was sweet, her whole being
was sweet, especially the moment she saw Lin Hao, the happy sweetness emitted from her whole

body was snoozing, Lin Hao looked at a murderous gaze and didn't take it to heart, but walked
forward step after step ......

"How can he be so frank?" William Yang frowned, his anger like fire, although his voice
was not loud, Avril's suitors around him could hear him clearly ......

"Perhaps in your Chinese language it means that a dead pig is not afraid of boiling

water ......" replied a young aristocrat who had studied in China in derision.

William Young felt offended that he would call himself a lowly Chinese! What a damn! It
was just that Lin Hao, who was currently facing him, controlled his anger. All that was on his
mind was to take out all this flame on Lin Hao.

Lin Hao's entrance had actually attracted him, after all, Lin Hao's features as a Chinese
were too obvious and William Yang himself was extremely sensitive to people of Chinese origin,
so he saw Lin Hao clearly when he entered.

He had walked in alone, which meant that he was not very high on the low side and did

not have much money. Don't look at the people entering the venue now, but this walk is preceded
by a row, the bigger the row, the less the walk ......

This long red carpet is not for people to walk dry ......



For example, he himself, if not for Avril's presence, I'm afraid he would not have made

his appearance so early, but rather waited for the finale entry, when he would have driven on the

red carpet, and then pretended to be lost, so that the Rolls-Royce high-profile engine has been
buzzing, after attracting enough women's eyes? After attracting enough female attention? After

the light, this will find a place to park ......

Instead of just driving over and hitting a drift to get his steward to stop, as he had just

done, but he was also thinking that it was good that he had hit a drift ......

And if it was an average car, then a parking guard would have been approached to hand

over the car to him to park it before stepping onto the red carpet head, where an average car is one
that is under a million and a half ......

For example, right now, William Yang saw a 4.6 million dollar Maserati drive past Lin

Hao, only to find out it was Avril when he was about to 'power up' and play hard to get ......

This made William Yang a little unhappy, running for what? The first thing you need to

do is to give this country bumpkin from China a piece of your mind.

Not only was William Yang disappointed, but many others were disappointed for a

while ......

The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the

public.



Although the Maserati ran away, but also sat down the fact that Lin Hao's identity is not
high. A person with a low status and low price also dares to get Avril?

William Yang walked up with broad steps, putting away his eyes with anger, just
contempt in his arrogance and prejudice. Lin Hao looked at the person who came up to him with

a surprisingly Chinese origin and couldn't help but have a hint of affection, just why was this
person wearing a contemptuous look?

And there was a very heavy hostility? Why was this?

"I wonder where this gentleman is from? Why does it feel so strange? What company do

you work for? Did you bring your invitation with you when you entered today, I am the host of

this party. I will go through the invitees of each house, but I really don't have any impression of
someone who looks so new like you, so please show me your invitation ......" William Young

asked three questions in a row, in a dignified manner. The fact that David was watching from the

back of the room was so hot and exhilarating that he wanted to humiliate him to death! Humiliate
him to death! How dare he get to stand next to Miss Avril and hold hands with her!
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Faced with William Young's questioning, Avril was somewhat displeased. A faint expression of

anger was faintly revealed on her exquisite and incomparable cheeks.

She replied directly, "Mr. Lin Hao is my male companion. There is no rule in the
invitation to the party in Toulouse that requires male and female companions to produce an
invitation, right?"



In response to Avril's question, William Yang could only grit his teeth and say with a soft

smile, "I'm a bit offended by this gentleman." The words were apologetic, but there was no sign
of apology, and after a pause, William Yang continued, "I see that this gentleman is from China,
isn't he? He has travelled a long way to Toulouse, so I wonder how he feels about it. I'm a

Toulouse local, but I can feel the local Toulouse? The people of Toulouse are very positive about

you Chinese. People are very unfriendly to you Chinese people ah ......"

When Yang William finished, Lin Hao could not help but laugh, this person Chinese
appearance is strong, and even said to you Chinese people? What does this mean? Forget your

own roots? Did he look down on himself?

He really couldn't imagine that there were really Chinese people who considered
themselves to be of inferior blood, and he really couldn't figure out that it was okay for some

uneducated inferior people abroad to say so, but as a race of people who could trace the roots of

civilization for 5,000 years, there were even people who considered themselves to be of inferior

blood? This is simply too ridiculous, right?

Seeing Lin Hao's sudden laughter, Yang William felt humiliated that he was laughing at

himself for looking down on himself! He was extremely annoyed!

"I was born and bred in Toulouse, I'm not a Chinese! I have very little Chinese blood, no
matter where I was born or my birth certificate, or the composition of my blood! My mother is

from Toulouse and my grandmother is from Toulouse! My father is of mixed Chinese and

Toulouse blood!" William Young had ranted to the point of roaring.

Looking at Yang William's near-open-minded appearance, Lin Hao even felt that this was
too ridiculous, this man had forgotten his roots, he felt that such a person was simply a disgrace to
the Chinese people.



"Sorry, I don't recognise you as a Chinese. I am laughing because I am not ashamed of

your ancestors, oh, I feel that your grandfather is not a thing to teach such a thing as you ......" Lin
Hao shook his head and lost his smile. He didn't care if Yang William was angry or not. He
thought that if Jun Wu Rui was there, I'm afraid the man would have already lost his life signs.
What Lin Hao was just curious about was that the older generation preaches returning to one's
roots, and would his grandfather also think of his hometown when he was about to be buried?
Thinking of the plot of land where his parents were buried back home, the broken threshold, the
old peach tree in front of the door, and his hairy playmates back then, perhaps, he wouldn't want
to go back, after all, to teach such a thing!

However, even if he had! Lin Hao would make it impossible for this man to return to his

roots! He would not be allowed to return to his roots, he would not be allowed to be included in

that part of China! His ashes his soul, let him drift in a foreign land and become rootless and

floating!

"What are you saying! Who are you to say anything about my grandfather? My

grandfather started with nothing, and from nothing to over ten billion dollars in Toulouse today,
he is already famous all over the world! Moreover, you should know that the people there in China

have been begging my grandfather to go back and invest, oh, my grandfather would like to, but
our whole family is not willing, somy grandfather did not invest!William Yang said with a sneer,
and then went on to talk about his grandfather's investment.

Originally, Lin Hao frowned as he listened, secretly thinking that he should acquire his

grandfather's investment in the country, but after listening, he found that there was no need to do
so, because his grandfather did not invest at all.When his grandfather was about to die, he wanted
to return to his roots, but he was not allowed to enter the land of China.

Haha, thinking about that image, Lin Hao, who was already in a somewhat pleasant mood,
was even more soothed ......



"What are you laughing at again!" Yang William roared.

Chapter 1105

"I laughed at your grandfather luckily he didn't invest, otherwise it wouldn't even be good to

mess with the matter of your grandfather going into the ground after a hundred years." Lin Hao
said seriously in reply.

William Yang was a bit puzzled, but still said angrily, "What does the matter of my

grandfather going into the ground have to do with you? He bought a piece of earth in his own

so-called hometown, and his complete disregard for our descendants is simply a disgrace in our

faces!"

Lin Hao listened with straight amusement, then patted Yang William's shoulder, "Tell
your grandfather that his plot of land was written off, and that he will never be able to return to his
hometown and will never be allowed to set foot in China."

Yang William was stunned, although he felt a flash of joy at hearing that his grandfather
would not be buried in China, but then he looked at Lin Hao and thought it was impossible, and
couldn't help but laugh at Lin Hao, "Who are you to say you won't be allowed? If my grandfather

is really not allowed to be buried in China, I will present you with a supercar worth eight million
dollars when the time comes!"

He still knows the Chinese side better, seeing money, there is nothing money can't do, the
local people in order to recruit the world's superb corporations, each province has spent a
considerable price, give land ah tax reduction ah, begging them ......



"It's fine, you can totally treat it as just hearing it all over again, you can not take it to
heart." Lin Hao smiled, pushed him away and headed for the boat, he only came to a party like
this to tell the people present that his name was Lin Hao, not to butter up anyone!

There was no one here for him to butter up.

So he didn't care what status William Yang had.

Seeing Lin Hao pushing him away and leaving, Yang William reacted, this man had
ridiculed him and was leaving, not to mention that his date was Avril who had offended him

before, and now he was ridiculing him plus mocking him, could he stand it? He was at least the

first heir to the Kaiser Group, a young entrepreneur worth over three billion euros! If it wasn't for
the hint of Chinese blood in him, he would have been held in far greater esteem than that! Damn
that Chinese blood.

"After talking to you for so long, I still don't know what you do. Just now and hearing you

say my grandfather this and my grandfather that, I think those who don't know still think you're
some kind of big shot with a lot of hands and eyes ......" Yang William calmed himself down and

said to Lin Hao, who now felt that he had just been too easily irritable and had been led by the

nose and humiliated by Lin Hao. He also cautioned himself that he was not a Chinese, that he was
not a Chinese, and that he should not be offended by this in the future ......

"Yes, yes, just now can be arrogant, such and such to teach Yang William, he is a super
young entrepreneur worth three billion, what kind of character are you? You're not just here to
bluff, are you? Oh, that's quite fitting for you Chinese." David said mockingly as he stepped

forward.



"Not saying what you are now, are you afraid you'll be laughed at if you do?" David then
added, then looked over and came over to the sports car again, only when he rolled down the

window, he found that William Yang was there and had to awkwardly close the window and rush

towards the parking space ......

But David saw it, so he couldn't help but laugh, "Just now you said so arrogant, I wonder
what this gentleman's car is? The actual fact is that you can't be a person who is not a person who
is not a person. I'm not sure if it's a car like mine. You're not a car, are you? That would be too

much of a pretence."

David went out of his way to use himself as a counterpoint in order to be able to get Lin
Hao off his back ......

You can imagine how much he hates Lin Hao!

"Yeah, yeah. You were so arrogant just now, but now why don't you say a word? I see, ah,
you can only talk with your mouth, come on really just a waste!"

The sound of voices getting louder and louder, just at this time, Almand hurriedly rushed
up, just now after going to park the car because of a little delay in taking a nap, so it came a little
late ......

"What's going on up front, what's all the fuss about?"



"Eh, look at the one in the crowd that attracts the most attention, isn't that Miss Avril?"

"The most important thing is that you can't be too busy. If you wait a few years, I'm afraid

you'll be able to match Miss Avril. ......"

Chapter 1106

Almand was the one who knew about Avril's family situation, how could he not know, after all, he
was Finkin-Gate's butler, as a butler, he knew many of the relationships and secrets of the upper

class in Toulouse, even including the southern city of F. After all, if he didn't know, if
Finkin-Gate went out and got into trouble, he would have been the culprit ......

Since they knew about Avril's family situation, they naturally knew about the feud

between Avril and the Gaither family, but well, now they are all people around Lin Hao, the
previous matters, he and Finkin Gaither have all passed by, and even now face Avril is still a bit

afraid, after all, they can see that Avril and Mr. Lin relationship is not ordinary, as to what kind of
extraordinary, a man knows ......

The most powerful man in the whole of Toulouse, and there is no one, his woman, who
dares to offend?

Not afraid to die? Even Mr. Bigel, the dependant of the Gaiter family who made their
fortune and lived for hundreds of years, cowered before him and did his bidding!

"Huh, they seem to be surrounding Mr. Lin? This can't be that they all know of Mr. Lin's
horrible identity, can it?" Almand whispered, while frowning, this if everyone knew about Mr.
Lin's identity, both he and Finkin Gat would have no chance to perform!



At the thought, Armand's heart was wailing.

"Don't ever know Mr. Lin's identity, never! You can find out later." Almand was praying
in a low voice, why could he know later, because when they, the patriarchs, had finished their

performance, this group of people would come back to fawn and flatter, and their status beside

Lin Hao would be unbreakable, and then he wouldn't have to use the same as before, when he had
no bottom in his heart when he met any rich man, and he even knew that many people whispered

to him in front of him, and behind his back they were laughing at him, saying that he, as a servant
also dared to strut his stuff!

"Huh, isn't this Mr. Almand? How come you only saw Mr. Armand and not Finkin Gatt?"
A famous lady worth tens of millions of dollars inquired as her eyes lit up when she saw Finkin
Almand. She couldn't believe that Finkin Gatte still dared to appear at the party now, didn't he
know that he was now the object of shame throughout Toulouse? The first topic of conversation at

the party was about him ......

But this famous woman is always talking to everyone, but if Finkin Gatte said that she

would be her night girl, she would immediately take off her clothes and lie in Finkin Gatte's bed,
and there are definitely many women who think like that! Very, very many, even!

It's like comparing Finkin Gatt with William Young, she would choose Finkin Gatt

without hesitation ......

Because although Finkin Gatt is the butt of jokes, he is still Finkin Gatt! Still a member of

the Gait family and still has a fairly high share of the Gait family!



"I don't know about the front hair? I wonder what happened up front? What has

happened?" Armand nodded, and although he was asking, that condescending attitude was like
he wanted the other party to report to him.

The tens of millions of dollars worth of celebrity beauty didn't get angry, but said
respectfully, "I heard that there was a siege on a Chinese who didn't know any better! You are
unaware of how arrogant this Chinese guy is, not only did he not look at William Young, he even
reprimanded him!"

"But what's unbelievable is that he's Miss Avril's date, and I wonder if Miss Avril has

figured out that she needs to seduce men to get her way up the ladder, but apparently she's only
pretty, but not very bright, and looking for a Chinese man in Toulouse? Isn't that a slap in the face
of all the nobility present? Think about it, this is in Toulouse, one of the top cities in the world,
and what gentleman here today couldn't trample that Chinese man to death?"

"Do you think she's not very good in the head ......" the celebrity beauty chattered on, only
to notice as she spoke that Almand's face was not quite right, dark and black with anger, the
celebrity beauty was somewhat puzzled ......

The next moment, Almang slapped her violently across the face, "What are you! How dare

you talk about slandering Mr. Lin and Miss Avril!"
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"Ah." The celebrity woman let out a low cry of pain that just caught the eyes of a few people.



Almang was still above his head of anger, and listening to the celebrity woman's words,
he already knew that the person being besieged was none other than Mr. Lin!

These damned people, they should be besieging Mr. Lin, they were just looking for death!

"I hope, I hope Mr. Lin is not too angry, and I hope Miss Avril is not angry either, she is
the most beautiful princess tonight. And Finkin is taking care of the Cullinan diamonds, if Mr. Lin
and Miss Avril leave early, he'll have to work for nothing, this is a chance for me and him to

make good cash at Mr. Lin. Damned scum, lowly nobles, don't piss off Mr Lim or no one will be

able to save you!"

Armand fought to push his way through the crowd, the celebrity woman following him
heard the mutterings coming out of Armand's mouth and her whole body froze, what!

Finkin Gatt was taking care of the Cullinan diamonds for this Chinese guy!

She knew about the Cullinan Diamond, when she first heard it, her sisters were talking
about how they would go back to sleep with him for the night if he gave them the little Cullinan
Diamond!

They are all noblemen worth tens of millions of dollars, so you can imagine how famous

the Cullinan diamond is. Not only do women in general like it, but these celebrities of high status
are also very fond of it ......



"What is the identity of this Chinese guy? Almond was just saying that this was their

chance to show off and give Cullinan to this Chinese guy? Finkin Gatt personally taking care of it?
Without using the Almans butler to do it? Taking it so seriously? What is this Chinese guy's
status anyway?" She couldn't even imagine if she told her sisters this one crazy piece of news,
would they say she was crazy? Beaten out of their hysteria?

"Manny, what are you doing? Huh, why do you have slap marks on your face, who dares
to beat someone up here, tell us, we'll help you out!" A small noble in a pure white dress came up

to see Manny with five finger marks on her face and couldn't help but be shocked, not just her but
a few others were also shouting.

"Manny? Dye pickup yee pickup dye shade intention? Who the hell is that? You tell us,
we'll help you out!"

"Yeah, yeah. Who is so arrogant! I'll make him sink into the Garonne River!"

One voice shouted louder than the other, and Manny was suddenly in a bit of a trance, a
trance about what kind of hypocritical life he was living? The life of a self-deceiving aristocrat?

"I was beaten by Mr. Armand." Manny said bitterly.

"Ah, Almand."

"How you offended Almand, Manny. I should never have met you, finished, finished,
I've lost my chance to get in touch with Finkin Gatt!"



"Manny, why do you always do things like this, if you don't think of yourself, think of
what's changed, think of the fact that your parents didn't raise you to be a nobleman so you could
offend the Gaetts! You've simply let us down!"

"Manny ......"

Manny looked down and smiled bitterly in the face of her little sister's sudden
reversal ......

"I didn't tell him I knew you guys. And it was just me when I got beaten up, you guys are
fine." Manny shook her head and walked towards the front, suddenly a little curious as to what
kind of heady situation Mr. Almand would make appear in the midst of the crowd, and how that

Chinese man, would explode?

As she thought about it, she suddenly realized that the Chinese man was so calm and

collected in the middle of the crowd, so unruffled and proud in the face of most of the young

talent in Toulouse, that she should have known, when she thought about it, how such a person

could be of low status! What a bloody racist ......

"Ah, Manny, I forgot to tell you, I just went to see Cullinan, it's simply beautiful, I was
thinking of staying to see it with you ......"

"Yes yes Manny, let's go over and see it quickly. What's so beautiful about this Chinese
guy, a small investor who is probably not even worth as much as one of our cars ......"



"Yes yes, come on, let's go, I'll introduce you to one of the executives who is in charge of
most of Lin's new investments ......"

"Yeah, isn't Avril the secretary team of Lin's new investment, to put it nicely it's the chief
assistant secretary, but to put it badly isn't she just a pretty looking plaything?"

......

Manny shook his head no and said to them, "Do you know who Cullinan will belong to?"

Chapter 1108

"Who is it." They asked back immediately in unison, sensing from their voices that they were

very concerned.

"Avril." Manny said seriously as he looked at them. In fact, she was also very good

looking and aristocratic, except that she had a heavy aura of smoke and mirrors. The group of
little sisters with her, four or five of them, also had the same elegant aura as her, but when they
didn't speak it was fine, once they did, they lost the advantage that came with their aura, because
when they opened their mouths it was nothing but money ......

"What did you say! Avril? Manny are you sure you haven't been beaten silly? It's over,
it's over, Manny's gone stupid ......"



"Forget it Manny, you can keep watching if you want, we're going to see Cullinan ......"

"Bye Manny. I hope I never see you again on this beautiful night, I'm going to spend the

night with my Prince Charming and hopefully he'll have a big bottom ......" a female voice said
& but in a gruff voice, but instead of causing her ladies to pout, her words were greeted with

laughter ......

Because there was only one way to board the cruise ship, but the way was already blocked
by the incident brought by the two Lin Hao Avril, so then they had to pass by this way ......

"You say it! What kind of car did you drive to enter in the end?" William Young

questioned in a loud voice.

"You say it! Why don't you dare to say it! Where's the arrogance from earlier!"

Ai Weier's face was like water and she was a little angry, this group of people, they were
damned, they dared to question Lin Hao like that ...... She was angry and secretly thought that she
should not have let her brother go just now.

The man who had just passed in front of them in the Maserati was Avril's brother who was
worth a lot of money ......

"Mr. Lin, I have parked the car for you." Almand hurriedly rushed to Lin Hao while

handing him the keys to the Lamborghini.



Lin Hao gently took the keys to the Lamborghini and then gave them to Avril in passing.

"It will be yours." Lin Hao, who had given the car keys to Ai Weier, did not forget to say.

"What!" Armand exclaimed, then deliberately said aloud again, "Mr. Lin, that is one of the
thirteen Lamborghini poisons in the world, there is only one in the whole of Toulouse!"

A? Zero whisked Wu to serve the ground err intended to pick it up? Ermand's
astonishment was at the fact that Lin Hao had directly given the Lamborghini Poison directly to
Avril, this car was not a matter of how much it was worth or not, but a symbol of status.

Isn't the fact that such a car was given out directly a sign of Mr. Lin's atmosphere? A man

with such atmosphere, following him would definitely lead to glory and prosperity!

Avril was also shocked, Lin Hao had actually given her the Lamborghini Poison straight

away, something she could not imagine at all, except that in front of so many people, Avril did
not refuse.

Wasn't the reason why Armand had deliberately shouted out the name of Lamborghini

Poison out loud just now, to help Lin Hao out and slap them in the face at the same time!

"Huh! Chinese people, you really do lie a lot! Don't you know that the Gaiter family is the

only one in the whole of Toulouse that has a Lamborghini Poison? You could have fooled us with



other cars, but with such a prestigious car, I'm afraid your calculations are going to come to

naught!" David didn't know Almand because he was so low, so low that Almand wouldn't even
look at him ......

That's why he dared to question so loudly, and mocked Almand for his poor acting ......

Just his so exaggerated voice, deliberately loud shouting, not too much to cause the
surrounding sound siege as well as ridicule, but the crowd's face ugly look at this handing the
keys of the housekeeper figure, as well as containing angry afterglow looking at him, David
suddenly heart incomparable fear ......

I don't know why I suddenly felt that the air around me had become unusually cold,
colder than outside in winter, what was going on? He couldn't get any feedback from the others

and began to panic.

Manny looked at his little sisters and smiled. David didn't know Almonds, but her sisters
did, after all, they had to get on good terms with Almonds if they wanted to reach Finkin-Gate,
except well, Almonds wouldn't see them ...... looking at the wide-eyed tiny mouths of her little

sisters, she thought at this time Sai a super-sized carrot could be stuffed ...... Surprised,
shocked ...... This is the Chinese people you despise ......

When William Yang saw Almand appear, the whole person couldn't help but look puzzled,
and was about to go up and fawn over him when he saw this scene ......
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"Why does he respect this Chinese guy so much!" William Young ate and watched.



"And, how did he put? er love er land yee er shade? Finkin Gatt's Lamborghini Poison to

this Chinese guy! It's the proudest car in the entire Toulouse dealership, what aristocrat wouldn't
want to have a supercar of such high profile? And he actually gave it away in front of Armand,
and Armand didn't even open his mouth to say no. What the hell is going on ......" He was in
shock, facing such a situation, he really didn't know how to solve the relationship with Lin

Hao... ...

He looked at Lin Hao again, this man, also looked very ordinary, why did Mr. Almand
treat him with such respect? Could it be that he had another identity?

But he didn't have much time for him to guess Lin Hao's true identity now, as the matter
at hand he needed to sort out.

William Yang turned his head straight away, he stared at David and without saying a word,
he slapped him down directly and fiercely, and then even more so, he used all his strength to kick
him, non-stop.

He honestly didn't know this man, but when he heard him say that his car was only a few

hundred thousand dollars, at that time, Yang William felt that how could such a person be able to

stand and talk with him, only that at that time, when they were dealing with Lin Hao together, he
didn't take it to heart, but now that he had offended Almang, could he still be alive and well? If

he could still live well, he would have really offended the Gaiter family himself ......

The fact that he is a disgrace to the aristocracy and a joke to the Gaiter family is not to be
sniffed at, but his assets are still there, and I'm afraid they are enough to crush countless

aristocrats in the room, so who would dare to look down on him? And, he was always a Gaither!



"Ah, ah. Mr. William Young, why are you hitting me!" David was wailing and screaming

from the beating, yet he was still asking back why he was hitting him.

"Why did I hit you? Do you know who the man you just mocked was?" William Young

growled as anger burned in his heart, while walking up to him again and kicking him hard.

"Who." David wasn't sure if his voice was shaking from the punch or if he had caught the

message of fear ......

William Young stared at him with a sneer, the cold look in his eyes told Davey that he

would die a horrible death, "You have offended the Gaither family! He's Finkin Gaither's personal
butler!"

Davey yelled in shock, "What!" He said and passed out straight away ......

Offending the Gaither family, offending a Finkin Gaither who was in the throes of rage,
wasn't he looking for death? So he himself was directly frightened and fainted to death ......

Yet things would never pass so easily. Almand wouldn't let him off just because he was

scared half to death, and at the same time wouldn't let William Young off the hook, except that at
the moment Mr Lin didn't take it to heart, so he didn't have the luxury to make a scene, he could
see that Mr Lin seemed to care quite a lot about this party, and a lot of things weren't able to
bother him.



Lin Hao glanced at William Yang and led Avril towards the front.

William Yang smiled sarcastically and said to Almand, "Mr. Almand, I wonder what the
identity of the Chinese man who just entered is that makes you treat him so cautiously?"

Almang looked at Yang William with a sneer, thinking to himself that if Mr. Lin wasn't
prepared to take a shot at you, otherwise where would you have had the chance to speak to me

properly, "His identity is something you are not qualified to know."

"What!" William Yang's eyes widened as he stared incredulously at Almand's back. He
was not qualified to be right to the other party's identity?What kind of horrible identity was that?

It was at this time that Anna slowly entered, and it was already time for the finale at this

point in time, it was originally this time for Yang William to make an appearance, but because of
the presence of Avril, he entered early ......

Anna was dressed in a pale yellow dress, wearing crystal shoes inlaid with broken

diamonds, her amber eyes were icy cold, and her whole person had a feeling of rejecting people.
I don't know who shouted softly, "Anna is here."

Because there is the matter of Lin Hao, so Yang William and others do not care about

Anna not Anna, besides in their eyes, Anna is also just a simple beautiful excessive girl, private to
contact contact is enough ......



The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're getting into. Could it be
that there had been some kind of accident in this?

Chapter 1110

Anna had done her homework before she came, knowing that William Yang was the host of this

party and also a young talent worth over three billion euros, but having seen the horror of Lin Hao,
she couldn't help but feel that three billion was just that ......

And afterwards she also went to look up things about Lin Hao's worth, explicitly the owner
of the Golephonte castle, which is worth three or four billion. And something like a castle is not

something that you can have just because you have money. For example, the Yang William

family, who are a large family that came into Toulouse later, obviously cannot own a castle. And
there are many great noblemen of great families likeWilliam Young who do not have castles ......

In addition the sudden disappearance of the Porte noble its more than six billion family

assets, I do not know why two-thirds also more to Lin Hao's pockets inside, that is, he currently
plus Goerfent Castle also has a value of five billion euros, and this is only a clear query to his

current value of just existing in Toulouse, as for the previous value of ah, none of the query
can ......

And now is Lin's new investment in the Asia-Pacific region, the strategic chief investor
CEO, under the plate of the large, the value is also not expensive ......

"Mr. William Yang, I don't know what just happened? I saw that Mr. Lin, the strategic
investor of our new Lin's investment in the Asia-Pacific region, and Miss Avril, the chief assistant
of the president's office, just left? Didn't they come to the banquet venue early?" Anna's amber

eyes were full of questions. To be honest seeing Avril had just left made her feel a little

uncomfortable. Of course what made her most uncomfortable was that Avril's male companion



was also the male companion she wanted, Lin Hao ah, that was Lin Hao ah, it was just a pity that
there was no chance ......

William Yang looked at the exquisite Anna and obtained countless horrible news from

inside her words.

Avril is the chief assistant to the president's office of Lin's new investment, an identity he
knew, while Lin Hao's identity he did not know, just now whether he or David kept questioning,
Lin Hao did not explain. But Anna said, Lin's new investment in the Asia-Pacific region strategic
investor Mr. Lin, it turns out that he is Lin's new investment people ah, just even if he is Lin's new
investment executives, but also can not let the Geert family low three ah.

Although the entire Toulouse, no, the entire southern city is recently talking about this
super giant Lin's new investment, countless super powerful old families want to cooperate with

each other, but currently on does not reveal any Lin's new investment to choose a strategic partner?
The new company will be the only one to be able to offer the new company the opportunity to
work with the new company. The thing is, so we are talking about it, want to climb on this huge

wheel, I'm afraid it will be very difficult ......

Why do all want to cooperate with Lin's new investment? It's not just that Lin's new
investment is not just a terror in Europe and the United States, but also speaks in the world. It's set
up, the Lin family in the whole of Europe and the United States to invest in the super large group

directly into the banner, before in Europe and the United States on each do do a great deal of

business suddenly merged, that inside the resources, do not need to think about it all know, is
how appalling!

But the other party's president, it seems, has not yet appeared, only out of a vice president,
and this vice president heard that even the mayor Mr. are in line to meet, and to meet him after



being vetted before you can see the real president. The mayor can't even meet, others don't even
have to think about it ......

"So he is a senior executive of Lin's new investment, no wonder he is so imposing and
does not put us in his eyes. It's really a big bottom."William Yang hummed lightly and looked at

Anna rather gratefully, "Thank you, Miss Anna, can I be your male companion?"

Anna froze at these words, who was supposed to be the most talked about person today?
But with the addition of Lin Hao, who was hiding his identity, and the arrival of Finkin Gatt, he
became the third most popular person.

It's just that the third wind is also a very scary existence, just like Anna although she says
that Yang William is variously not as good as Lin Hao, but when a man who is worth three billion
low in his own right throws an olive branch at her, she will still accept it.

Although she doesn't know what kind of trouble Yang William has with Lin Hao, but this
trouble she doesn't think will be very big ......
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